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ARNG Locations

- 2,488 Communities
- 2,331 Readiness Centers
- 111 Training Centers
- 1,400 Ranges
- 54 Regional Training Institute (RTI)

Level I – Supports 2 BDE’s w/CO Maneuver and Individual PLT LFX
Level II – Supports BDE w/CO Maneuver and Individual PLT LFX (Limited)
Unique Appropriations

**National Guard & Reserve Equipment Appropriation (NGREA)**

- A defense-wide procurement appropriation
- Supplements the Services’ base procurement appropriations for the Reserve Components
- Not programmed in the POM or requested in the President’s Budget
- Should not be the first choice of funds
- Can be used to procure standard or non-standard “End Items”
- Execution must comply with the DoD Financial Management Regulation for “investment” funds
  - Specifically Volume 2A, Ch1, Para 010201.D.2 “Criteria for Investments”
  - System cost of $250k per End Item
  - If a program of record (PM-managed), no restriction on price
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